
1. Press bag ring into body as shown until snap is 
heard.  Use fi rm hand pressure; do not pound.

2. Leaf-Master wheels may be replaced simply by 
pulling assembly fi rmly upward. Reverse procedure 
to install new wheel assembly.

4. A full line of replacement parts and accessories 
including an extra large bag and a fi ne mesh bag 
are available at your local pool store. Be sure to ask 
for genuine Jandy Pro Series replacement parts and 
accessories by name.

3. Surface Skimming
 Invert the Leaf-Master allowing the powerful water 

jets to drive the Leaf-Master to the surface. Surface 
skimming is accomplished by slightly tilting the unit to 
the left or right as shown.

Leaf Master®
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Use of Leaf-Master
Attach the Leaf-Master to your pool pole and garden hose, place in pool and turn on water pressure. Leaf-Master 
is easily maneuvered around the floor of the pool to pick up loose debris. For easier maneuverability, throw excess 
garden hose into pool.

Emptying Collector Bag
The collector bag may be emptied by pushing bag back through the Leaf-Master throat. In most cases, there is no 
need to remove the collector bag from the Leaf-Master to be emptied. However, if emptying the bag is required more 
than once while cleaning the pool, the bag may be emptied by removing the bag from the Leaf-Master utilizing the 
tie-release attachment on the bag.

Storing
When Leaf-Master is not in use, it is best to store it out of direct sunlight. The Brush Model should be stored with the 
bristles up.
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